Comparison of powered wheelchair driving performance in a real and in a simulated environment
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Abstract—Powered wheelchairs (PW) are instrumental in promoting participation in meaningful life activities for individuals with impaired mobility. Because of their weight and speed, training is required. It is however often difficult to provide training in the clinic, due to lack of space or concerns for safety. The McGill Immersive Wheelchair simulator has been developed to provide a robust platform for the assessment and training of PW driving skills. In this study, we compared PW driving performance, as measured by the number of joystick movements and task completion time, in real and simulated environments. We found that driving performance in the simulator was similar for simpler tasks such as forward turns. Driving performance was significantly different for the more difficult tasks and for those requiring backward driving, such as a lateral maneuver. Overall, users experienced a strong sense of presence in the simulator and felt that it adequately reflected reality. Further developments are planned to optimize the simulator and joystick control in order to provide an effective evaluation and training tool.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobility impairment is a major disability affecting individuals of all ages [1]. In North America, an estimated 1% of the population need a wheelchair for mobility, [2] while 15-20% of these require a powered wheelchair (PW), because of limited arm strength or stamina necessary to propel a manual wheelchair all day long. For these individuals, a PW is instrumental in facilitating independence, promoting participation in meaningful life activities [3-7], and in decreasing the burden on caregivers [8]. As with any other type of assistive technology, training is essential in order to learn safe and efficient use of a PW. Driving a PW necessitates the acquisition of basic skills (e.g. moving forward and turning [9, 10]), complex skills, which include driving backwards, maneuvering in tight spaces (e.g. bathroom, elevator), avoiding collisions with fixed obstacles or with moving bystanders [9, 11-13], and properly positioning the PW for different activities (e.g. sitting at a table, grasping an object on a shelf or opening a door) [13-15]. Unfortunately, according to surveys and general consensus amongst both clinicians and PW users, the amount of training provided to new PW drivers is insufficient [13, 16-19]. This situation may lead to decreased motivation and confidence in one’s ability to drive a PW, and therefore limit activity and participation [3, 5].

Safety is an important consideration for PW driving [20-22]. Indeed, because PWs weigh 200-250 kg (not including the user) and can attain a top speed of up to 13 km/h, depending on the model,
they have an inherent risk of causing serious injuries to the user or to others, as well as damage to the environment [6, 16, 19-21, 23]. Interviews conducted in a group of 109 PW users have indicated that all of them had experienced at least one incident in the past five years, with 27% requiring medical attention or hospitalization [20]. Training is increasingly recognized as a means to improve PW safety [6, 13, 24]. However, the types of situations that may cause incidents can be practiced in a clinical setting only to a limited degree: tips and falls typically occur because of unexpected collisions with obstacles, suddenly braking on a slope or driving off a curb [19, 20, 23], while collisions with people occur in crowded environments [16]. Currently, rehab centers generally allow limited time for PW skills training and often lack the dedicated space to safely practice risky situations. This situation has motivated the development of a virtual-reality, PW driving simulator called the McGill Immersive Wheelchair (miWe) simulator. The miWe simulator runs on a regular personal computer and provides a first-person, 3D perspective view (Figure 1).

This study’s main objective was to validate the use of the miWe simulator by comparing driving performance in both the simulator and in real life tasks. We hypothesized that driving performance, in terms of smoothness of joystick control and time needed to accomplish specific driving tasks would be the same if performed in real-life or in the miWe simulator. In addition, it is well accepted that to promote motivation, users of the simulator should develop a sense of presence, where they feel engaged and are truly participating in the simulated activity [25]. This would let the users focus their attention on the virtual scene in a way that would make them feel, temporarily, as if the simulation constituted a real space [26]. Therefore, a second objective was to measure the feeling of presence in the simulator.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. miWe simulator

The miWe simulator v1.0 was developed using a commercial-grade, 3D gaming engine (Unreal Development Kit, Epic Games, USA). The simulator runs on a regular personal computer, provides a first-person, perspective view (Figure 1) through a non-stereoscopic, 24” computer monitor running at 90 Hz. The first-person camera has a field of view of 90°. The simulator is interfaced through an USB joystick similar to those used for the control of many PW models (Penny & Giles joystick, Traxsys, UK). The joystick’s x and y values are read at each frame of the simulation and are used as inputs for the control of the virtual PW. The simulator typically runs with a frame rate of 50 Hz, implying a delay of 20 ms between movement of the joystick and movement of the virtual PW. The parameters of the virtual PW, such as maximal acceleration, forward speed and turning speed, are configurable. These have been set to match the recorded movements of a real PW, set at a speed appropriate for indoor use (maximal forward speed: 1.5 m/s; maximal acceleration: 0.5 m/s²) [27]. The 3D gaming engine handles the physical interaction of the virtual PW’s motion with the environment and will correctly simulate the effects of inclined planes, different floor textures and collisions with objects or solid walls.

B. Participants

A total of sixteen healthy adults (V-group: 9 male, 7 female) participated in the project involving driving tasks in the simulator. A second group of thirteen healthy adults (R-group: 5 male, 8 female) performed the same driving tasks using a real PW. All participants were aged 25-35 and none had previous experience driving a PW. They provided their informed consent, as approved by the ethics committee of the Interdisciplinary Research Center in Rehabilitation (CRIR, Canada).

C. Tasks

In the virtual world, participants in the V-group navigated in a series of rooms and corridors representing a clinical setting, while being instructed to complete specific tasks. All subjects completed the simulator route three times; therefore each individual task was performed three times. PW driving tasks were modeled from a subset of the Wheelchair Skills Test (WST) (Wheelchair Skills Training Program, version 4.1, http://www.wheelchairskillsprogram.ca), a clinical assessment of PW driving skills, and consisted of the following: 1) driving backward 5m; 2) forward 90° turn (left and right); 3) backward 90° turn (left and right); 4) 180° turn within the limits of a 1.5m square; 5) opening a door, moving through and
closing the door; 6) moving sideways, from one wall
to another, inside limits of a 1.5m square. For the
two tasks involving backward driving (driving
backward 5m and backward 90° turn), the camera
view of the simulator was flipped by 180°. For the
doorway task, participants were required to position
the PW at a distance and orientation where they
could realistically reach for the door handle; the
door was then automatically opened or closed. The
time to complete all tasks was one hour.

Participants in the R-group completed the same
tasks, three times, using a joystick-controlled, rear-
traction PW (Oasis 2, Orthofab, Canada). The
maximal speed and turning speed in both settings
(real and virtual) were set at the same values.

D. Data collection
1) Joystick control
Joystick position data (e.g., x- and y- movement)
were recorded. For the V-group, these data were
recorded by the miWe system, at a frequency
depending on the software (range: 40-50 Hz). For
the R-group, we used a data logging system installed
on the PW to record joystick movement [28]. Data
was sampled at 200 Hz on a tablet PC placed inside
a backpack that was attached to the PW.

2) Presence
Upon completion of the course, participants
in the V-group answered the IGroup Presence
Questionnaire (IPQ), a questionnaire designed to
measure sense of presence in a virtual environment
[29]. The thirteen questions are divided into four
categories: spatial presence, experienced realism,
involvement, global, and are scored on a scale of 0
to 6, with a score of 6 indicating a strong sense of
presence.

E. Data analysis
In both the R- and the V-groups, we calculated
the excursion of the joystick from its center position
using the vector norm of the x and y displacements.
For each task, we calculated the number of joystick
movements, defined as the number of times where
the joystick was moved away from its neutral
position (threshold of 5%). We chose this method
because, even though it does not account for smaller
sub-movements, when the joystick reaches the
neutral position the PW’s brakes are automatically
switched on. Thus, the number of joystick
movements corresponds to the number of PW
movements, circumscribed by instances of braking.
Task completion time was calculated as the time
from the beginning of the first to the end of the last
joystick movement. Number of joystick movement
and task completion time obtained in each driving

Figure 2. Joystick control during forward 90° turn. For Joystick X-Y,
black and red lines represent left/right and forward/backward joystick
movement, respectively. For joystick excursion, red lines represent joystick
excursion above the threshold of 5%.

Figure 3. Joystick control during lateral maneuver. Line colors are the same
as for Fig. 2.
task were then compared between the two groups using an unpaired t-test (p<0.05).

For the IPQ, a mean score was calculated for each category, and then scores were averaged across all participants. These were then compared to existing IPQ scores that were obtained in a study that examined sense of presence in videogames.

III. RESULTS

Fig. 2 illustrates a single trial of joystick movement for a forward 90° turn, performed either in a real PW (top) or in the miWe simulator. In both cases, the task lasted ~10 seconds and contained a single joystick movement. These values of task completion time and number of joystick movements were typical of what was observed across participants for forward turns. Typical examples of joystick control for a more complex task, the lateral maneuver, are displayed in Fig. 3. It can be noted that task completion time was close to twice as long when the lateral maneuver was performed in the simulator (~40 s) rather than in a real PW (~25 s). Number of joystick movements was also higher in the simulator with respect to a real PW.

Mean values obtained across participants in the R- and V-groups for all driving tasks are illustrated in Fig. 4 for task completion and Fig. 5 for the number of joystick movements. Comparisons between the two groups indicated that the V-group required a significantly higher task completion time than the R-group for the backward 90° turn, the lateral maneuver, the doorway crossing task and the 180° turn (Fig. 4; t-test, p<0.01). Similarly, the V-group used a significantly greater number of joystick movements than the R-group for the backward 90° turn, the lateral maneuver and the doorway crossing task (Fig. 5; t-test, p<0.01).

As Fig 6 demonstrates, the average IPQ scores in all four categories were greater in the miWe simulator than the reported values for a 3D videogame calculated from the existing IPQ database [30], therefore indicating that participants reported a strong sense of presence in the simulator.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our research team expected to see no difference in driving performance in the simulator compared to real world driving, since the simulator was constructed to be used as a training tool and therefore was intended to be as realistic as possible. However, driving behavior was different in the
 simulator for about half of the tasks and seemed to be more difficult since participants had an increased average number of joystick movements and task completion time. Out of the three tasks where such differences occurred, two were intrinsically more challenging (e.g., door crossing, and lateral maneuver), as the real-life data indicates that they required at least twice the amount of time and joystick excursion, with respect to the other tasks in this study (see Figs. 4 and 5). Another observation is that all three tasks showing differences in performance required some amount of backward driving: the backward turn was strictly a backward driving task, while the (door crossing and the lateral maneuver required frequent switching between forward and backward driving.

Differences in performance between the R- and V-groups could have occurred because of discrepancies between the control or response of the real and simulated PW. For example, the physical characteristics of the joystick used in the simulator may not have exactly matched that of a real PW. Even though we used in the simulator a joystick of the same brand name as that used for control of the PW (Penny & Giles), stiffness of the simulator joystick was lower, but maximal physical excursion was the same. It is possible that a stiffer controller, such as the one used in a PW, makes control of fine movements easier.

Also, although turning speed and maximal speed where equivalent in the two environments, the acceleration profiles were not exactly matched and this may have made control less precise in the simulator. Another possibility is that since the simulated environment was being displayed on a personal computer screen, the available field of view was limited by the scene and by the size of the monitor. Participants were not able to turn their heads as in the real setting and may have had difficulties gauging the distance between the simulated PW and limits such as walls and doors. Several other studies have indeed observed that participants performing tasks such as throwing or walking, in a virtual environment viewed through a head-mounted display, consistently underestimate distances when compared to a real world equivalent [31-33]. This discrepancy between distance estimation in real and virtual tasks is lessened when using a fully immersive virtual system, such as a CAVE [34]. However, artificially reducing field of view in the real world does not seem to impair the ability of estimating distances [35]. It is likely that field of view, together with other factors such as realism, can diminish the ability to estimate accurate distances in the virtual world and could have affected performance in the more complex tasks in the PW simulator.

Although we did provide participants with a backward view for all the reverse tasks (e.g., by flipping the camera), that situation may add an extra challenge compared to a real setting: in a real PW, one can turn the head and look backwards while driving backwards. In the simulator, the view flips back, so that one can now drive backward while still looking forward. This may be less intuitive and contribute to increases in task completion time and in the number of joystick movements.

The findings regarding sense of presence are encouraging since they suggest that the participants felt immersed in the virtual world and thus did not only believe that they were playing a game. Sense of presence should be high so that participants behave as they would in the real world. If presence was low, participants would likely drive more dangerously or out of character because they would pay less attention to negative consequences that could occur with their driving. We expect that sense of presence will increase with further developments to the simulator environment, such as the addition of virtual characters.

V. Conclusion

Through this experiment we were able to evaluate the potential of the simulator as a useful evaluation and training tool for PW driving. Completing the WST tasks in the simulator likely provided users with a realistic notion of the mechanics, difficulties and skills required to maneuver a PW. Further developments to the simulator would render it even more useful to users. The joystick control should be perfected so that it adequately represents the control one has during PW driving. Some components of the virtual environment could also be improved, such as making sure that all indications of limits remain within the field of view. The addition of a second computer monitor could also extend the field of view. Virtual PW training has immense promise and
the findings from this study demonstrate that its standard use is well on its way.
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